
Se� Coffe� Men�
18 Grattan St, Brooklyn I-11206-3808, United States

+13478711611 - https://sey.coffee/

The restaurant from Brooklyn offers 17 different dishes and drinks on the menu at an average price of $21.5.
What Joseph S likes about Sey Coffee:

Was nice to visit a specialty coffee shop which isn't just about the ambience. They do some quality pour overs
with some nice beans. Was worth the trek to check it out. Great staff as well. Very friendly and recommended me

a very tasty pastry which I won't out since I don't want it to run out when I'm in. Ask them if you really want to
know hope they continue to do well. read more. What Abdulla Jasem doesn't like about Sey Coffee:

Weak espresso. Expected much better from “one of the best roasters in the US”. Absolutely no excuse for that
mediocre espresso (a bit bland, watery, and slightly sour). Of course, they intelligently place their menus on the
cashier counter so that you can’t think before you order. And the cashier girl did not help at all, minimal answers
to my questions with no elaboration, so I went with my safe choice as always: es... read more. Sey Coffee from

Brooklyn is a snug café, where you can enjoy a snack or cake with a steaming coffee or a hot chocolate,
Likewise, the customers of the establishment prefer the comprehensive variety of various coffee and tea

specialities that the restaurant provides.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Ho� Drink� - Coffe�
CORTADO

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
COOKIE

LE BAR DES VIKINGS
EAU GAZEUSE

Restauran� Categor�
TROPICAL

Ingredient� Use�
CARAMEL

CHOCOLATE

BEANS

Coffe�
JESUS SAAVEDRA
COFFEE $21.0

GISHUBI HILL COFFEE $21.5

DAVID GOMEZ COFFEE $20.0

JAIME IMBRACA COFFEE $21.0

MARIA SINFOROSA ARMERO
COFFEE $21.5

LUGMAPATA MEJORADO COFFEE $24.0

ESPRESSO

CAPPUCCINO

CAFÉ
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